PRESENT THIS TICKET AT ANY ENTRANCE GATE

Sample Ticket
Price: $0.0 + tax
Online order #: 0000000

Present at any Lagoon Front Entrance Gate for ONE Sample Ticket

THIS TICKET IS YOUR RECEIPT AND IS REQUIRED FOR RE-STAMP
* NOT TRANSFERABLE * NO REFUNDS * NO RAINCHECKS *

Restrictions: This ticket is a revocable license. Any violation of law, Lagoon's Code of Conduct, or any other inappropriate behavior by the user of this ticket may result in revocation of the license and the user being removed from the park with no refund of the purchase price or any associated charges. No refunds, exchanges, or time extensions on expired tickets. This ticket is not redeemable for cash, not for re-sale, and not valid with Two-Day Passports. Lagoon is not responsible for any lost, duplicate, or stolen ticket(s). X-Venture Zone Attractions not included with Passports. Ticket is required for re-entry or re-stamp.

THIS TICKET IS FOR PURCHASE OR TRANSFER BY ELECTRONIC MEANS ONLY. PURCHASE OF THIS TICKET FROM OR SALES BY A THIRD PARTY IS NOT AUTHORIZED. TICKETS NOT PURCHASED ELECTRONICALLY CARRY A HIGH RISK OF BEING FRAUDULENT. LAGOON RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REQUIRE PHOTO I.D. FOR ENTRY. EACH BARCODE IS ELECTRONICALLY GENERATED, UNIQUE AND IS VALID FOR ONE SCAN DURING LISTED DATES ONLY AT LAGOON'S ENTRANCE GATES. TICKET IS VOID IF ALTERED IN ANY WAY. LAGOON RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REFUSE SERVICE TO FRAUDULENT OR SUSPECT TICKET HOLDERS.

Lagoon Code of Conduct
As a participant on Lagoon's rides, slides and attractions you shall at a minimum:
- Obey the safety rules posted and the verbal instructions given.
- Refrain from action in any manner that may cause or contribute to injury to yourself or others.
- Do not participate on a ride, slide or attraction unless you determine that you have sufficient knowledge and understanding of the ride, slide or attraction, the posted signs and verbal instructions; and have physical and mental ability and health to enjoy it without injury.
- Do not participate on a ride, slide or attraction if your abilities or capacities are influenced by alcohol or drugs.
- Wait for permission from the attendant before you board a ride, slide or attraction.
- Be respectful of other guests in queue lines; no line jumping, re-entering queue line, or saving a place for someone else. Smoking is NOT allowed in the queue lines.
- Shirts and shoes must be worn at all times, except when in the Lagoon A Beach area.
- Be responsible for youth or minors who accompany you to the Park.
- Report all injuries and illnesses immediately to the First Aid Station near the Main Entrance.
- For security purposes and quality assurance, certain areas of the Park are monitored using audio and visual equipment.
- All guests are subject to search; firearms, knives, and other weapons are prohibited.